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Students with cognitive disabilities encompass a large
range of abilities that mirror the developmental stages
all children experience.
Beginning awareness

Basic understanding

Application of knowledge

The acquisition of skills for students with cognitive
disabilities occurs at a slower rate than that of
typically developing peers and is determined by the
severity of the student’s disability.

Students in elementary through high school may need an access point to the
TEKS curriculum at any of the three developmental levels. The STAAR
Alternate complexity levels reflect these three levels of cognitive ability.
Application of knowledge
Level 3 Complexity Level
Student:
Decides which materials are needed for a
specific task on his or her own or from a
wide array of appropriate and inappropriate
options
Develops or adjusts strategies to
accomplish a specific task
Interprets or analyzes information
Formulates original responses to
questions requiring higher-level thinking
skills

Basic understanding
Level 2 Complexity Level
Student:
Correctly makes choices when at least three
options are provided
Distinguishes the varying characteristics of
items
Answers literal questions posed to him or
her
Recalls information previously learned

Level 1 Complexity Level

Beginning awareness
Access available for all three levels at:
Elementary
Middle School
High School

Student:
Authentically responds to stimuli after
experiencing them through the senses
Is unable to make a choice when two
options are offered
Cannot answer questions posed to him or
her
Communicates in subtle changes in affect or
body movement

For students who are not displaying characteristics
for the Level 1 complexity level, the characteristics
for No Response Observed may be applicable.
No Response Observed (NRO)
Student:
Is unable to make an authentic response
to any stimuli
Moves due to internal stimuli rather
than stimuli presented to him or her
Tracks or fixates on objects that are not
part of the task
Vocalizes intermittently before, during,
and after the task

For students who have developed beyond a complexity level, but have not
consistently been able to display characteristics at the next higher
complexity level, indicators of progress characteristics have been
developed to help identify those students.
NRO

LEVEL 1

No Response Observed (NRO)
Student:
Is unable to make an authentic response to any
stimuli

Level 1 Complexity Level
Student:
Authentically responds to stimuli after
experiencing them through the senses

Moves due to internal stimuli rather than stimuli
presented to him or her

Is unable to make a choice when two
options are offered

Tracks or fixates on objects that are not part of the
task

Cannot answer questions posed to him or
her

Vocalizes intermittently before, during, and after the
task

Communicates in subtle changes in affect or
body movement

No combinations of levels
for students between NRO
and Level 1 is possible. If a
student can provide an
authentic response to any
of the predetermined
criterion, the student must
be assessed at Level 1 for
all tasks for that subject.

Indicators of Progress for Level 1
Student:
Begins to show response to a stimuli
belatedly or inconsistently
Becomes still or remains quiet when a
specific noise or item is near
Increases vocalizations or movements
in the presence of a specific stimuli

Level 1 will be
the decision.

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

Level 1 Complexity Level
Student:
Authentically responds to stimuli after
experiencing them through the senses
Is unable to make a choice when two
options are offered
Cannot answer questions posed to him or
her
Communicates in subtle changes in affect or
body movement

Level 2 Complexity Level
Student:
Correctly makes choices when at least three
options are provided
Distinguishes the varying characteristics of
items
Answers literal questions posed to him or
her
Recalls information previously learned

Indicators of Progress for Level 2
Student:
Begins to show interest and seeks out
the same object or task
Focuses on and more readily
acknowledges objects or
representations
Performs tasks similar to Level 2 tasks
in daily instruction

Combinations of
Level 1 and Level 2
are allowed.

Needs less cueing and prompting for
Level 1 tasks

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

Level 2 Complexity Level

Level 3 Complexity Level
Student:
Decides which materials are needed for
a specific task on his or her own or from a
wide array of appropriate and
inappropriate options

Student:
Correctly makes choices when at least three
options are provided
Distinguishes the varying characteristics of
items
Answers literal questions posed to him or
her
Recalls information previously learned

Develops or adjusts strategies to
accomplish a specific task
Interprets or analyzes information
Formulates original responses to
questions requiring higher-level thinking
skills

Indicators of Progress for Level 3
Student:
Begins to see relationships between
groups
Can sometimes predict outcomes
Provides responses without choices

Combinations of
Level 2 and Level 3
are allowed.

Needs less cueing and prompting for
Level 2 tasks
Performs tasks similar to Level 3
tasks in daily instruction

Making the Complexity Level Decision
The first step in selecting the task is to pinpoint which characteristics
from the complexity level or indicators of progress box best describes
the student’s maximum performance for a given subject.

This decision should be based on challenging expectations and be
indicative of how the student is expected to perform after instruction.

The teacher or the ARD committee will make the decision for which
complexity level or combinations of complexity levels are appropriate
for a student for each subject being assessed.
 For the 2013 STAAR Alternate administration, either the teacher or the ARD committee can
make the complexity level decision. It is recommended that the ARD committee make this
decision if an ARD is convened at a time that allows the assessment decisions to be
implemented.
 For the 2014 STAAR Alternate administration, the ARD committee must make the
complexity level decision and record the decision on the “STAAR Alternate Participation
Requirements” document.

Student Characteristics for the STAAR Alternate Complexity Levels

After STAAR Alternate has
been determined as the
most appropriate
assessment for a student,
the teacher or ARD
committee will use this
chart to find the best
description of the student’s
performance before
determining the complexity
level or combinations of
levels to be used for the
assessment.
Characteristics Choice Boxes
Level 3
Indicators of Progress for Level 3
Level 2
Indicators of Progress for Level 2
Level 1
NRO

The teacher or ARD committee will then determine that the
student should be assessed for that subject on:
 a specific complexity level (Level 3, Level 2, Level 1, or NRO)
for all tasks for all four essence statements per subject

Solid Complexity Level Description

3

Complexity Level
2
1
NRO

or
 a range between two complexity levels (Levels 3 and 2, Levels 2
and 1) as determined by the indicators of progress box
Indicators of Progress Box

Combinations of Complexity Levels
3 and 2
2 and 1

For 2013-2014 the complexity
level decision made by the ARD
committee must be recorded at
the bottom of the second page of
the form for each assessed
subject.

Reading Grade 6
Complexity Levels 3 and 2
For 2012-2013 the complexity level
decision if made by the ARD
committee can be written at the
bottom of the second page of the
form for each assessed subject.

Level 3
Combinations of Level 3 and 2
Level 2
Combinations of Level 2 and 1
Level 1
NRO

Reviewing the Assessment Tasks Options

TEA has developed a task for each complexity level that must be used for
the designated essence statement.

If the teacher or ARD committee selects a specific complexity level,
Level 3 Complexity Level
Student:
Decides which materials are needed for
a specific task on his or her own or from a
wide array of appropriate and
inappropriate options
Develops or adjusts strategies to
accomplish a specific task
Interprets or analyzes information
Formulates original responses to
questions requiring higher-level thinking
skills

Level 2 Complexity Level
Student:
Correctly makes choices when at least three
options are provided
Distinguishes the varying characteristics of
items
Answers literal questions posed to him or
her
Recalls information previously learned

Level 1 Complexity Level
Student:
Authentically responds to stimuli after
experiencing them through the senses
Is unable to make a choice when two
options are offered
Cannot answer questions posed to him or
her
Communicates in subtle changes in affect or
body movement

the student must be assessed at that complexity level for all tasks for a
given subject.

If the teacher or ARD committee selects a combination of complexity levels,
Level 3 Complexity Level
Student:
Decides which materials are needed for
a specific task on his or her own or from a
wide array of appropriate and
inappropriate options
Develops or adjusts strategies to
accomplish a specific task
Interprets or analyzes information
Formulates original responses to
questions requiring higher-level thinking
skills

or

The higher task should
always be the goal.

Level 2 Complexity Level
Student:
Correctly makes choices when at least three
options are provided
Distinguishes the varying characteristics of
items
Answers literal questions posed to him or
her
Recalls information previously learned

the student must be assessed with one of the two levels in the combination
range with at least one task per subject at the higher complexity level.

Level 2 Complexity Level
Student:
Correctly makes choices when at least three
options are provided
Distinguishes the varying characteristics of
items
Answers literal questions posed to him or
her
Recalls information previously learned

or
Level 1 Complexity Level
Student:
Authentically responds to stimuli after
experiencing them through the senses
Is unable to make a choice when two
options are offered
Cannot answer questions posed to him or
her
Communicates in subtle changes in affect or
body movement

The higher task should
always be the goal.

Instructing the Student on the Skill
Before finalizing the task selection, the teacher will want to focus carefully on the
skills measured in the task or combinations of tasks that are eligible for selection.
The grade-level information as well as the prerequisite skill will give the teacher
insight on the correct approach for instructing the student.
For this essence
statement, the emphasis
should be on
innovations or
technology that have
benefited society.

TEA has provided additional information for the tasks at the beginning of
each essence statement to assist the teacher in selecting materials and in
understanding the terminology and concepts being assessed.

TEA has provided additional information for the tasks at the beginning of
each essence statement to assist the teacher in selecting the materials and
understanding the terminology and concepts being assessed.

The teacher will want to begin working with the student on types of energy sources in Texas
for Level 3 and types of technology for Level 2 and Level 1.
It is critical that instruction follow the recommended approach provided by TEA, so
that the assessment task is not compromised before the observation begins.

.

For the Level 3 task, the student could not do the predetermined criterion as
listed in the task during instruction. The teacher would have to provide
instruction on energy sources in general and the positive effect on them for
society, but not ask the student to generate a list or make a presentation.
For the Level 2 and Level 1 tasks, the student could do the predetermine
criteria during instruction. For the Level 2 task, the teacher would need to
plan out the materials so that the choices for technology and the
corresponding benefits would not be the same for instruction and the
assessment task. For the Level 1 task, the teacher would need to save one
form of technology for the primary observation, so that the student
response would be authentic.

Finalizing the Assessment Task Selection
If the teacher or ARD committee recommended a combination of two
complexity levels, the teacher will make the final decision of which
task between the two complexity level options will be used for the
primary observation.

then

Remember that at least
one task at the higher
complexity level must be
chosen!

The teacher becomes the test administrator and prepares for the primary
observation by:
 providing additional instruction according to TEA resource documents
 determining the presentation supports, materials, and response modes
appropriate for each task
documenting the preplanning decision on page one of the state-required
documentation form

Keep in mind....
ARD Considerations
 If the ARD committee makes the decision regarding the complexity level or
levels to be used for the assessment, the decision will need to be noted and the
teacher must abide by the decision.
 If the teacher feels at any time that the complexity level decision made by the
ARD committee needs to be reviewed either due to student progress or
regression, the ARD committee must reconvene and determine the new
complexity level decision following the same process as outlined in this
presentation.

Challenging Students
 If the student is clearly described by the characteristics in one of the
complexity level boxes, it is inappropriate to assess that student at a lower
complexity level.
 It is inappropriate to assess a student at a lower complexity level just to
improve his or her score on the assessment. Students who demonstrate skills
on tasks independently or with cueing should not be moved to a lower
complexity level.
 Supervisors may monitor the teacher selection of the assessment task to
ensure that the student is being challenged with the most appropriate task.

Appropriate selection of a challenging task results in success
and growth for students.

